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Afline Lie algebras are a family of infinite-dimensional Lie algebras that are an 
important subclass of Kac-Moody algebras. In this paper atline Lie algebras are 
used to describe a theta function and Brownian motion in the framework of atline 
Lie algebras is used to verify some equivalent descriptions of a theta function such 
as those given by Macdonald and Kostant. A function space integral description of 
a theta function is also given that has been obtained by Frenkel. 0 1989 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper some equivalent characterizations of a theta function 
associated with a compact (or a complex) simple Lie algebra are given. 
While all of these results have been obtained by other methods, the presen- 
tation given here hopefully indicates more clearly the important properties 
that give the various descriptions of a theta function. The language of afhne 
Lie algebras is used to describe the theta functions. The afhne Lie algebras 
are described as loop algebras and these loops are completed to the paths 
of (pinned) Brownian motion. The use of Brownian motion in affine Lie 
algebras was introduced by Frenkel [3] who in fact established some of 
the subsequent results by different methods. Jacobi [7] showed the 
equivalence of a product and a sum description for the elliptic theta 
functions and Macdonald [lo] generalized this result to an arbitrary 
simple Lie algebra though a few other special cases were known prior to 
Macdonald’s result. Kostant [9] gave another description of a theta 
function for a simple Lie algebra and provided another interpretation of 
Macdonald’s identity. 
In this paper different proofs of Macdonald’s identity and Kostant’s 
description of a theta function are given. In addition, a function space 
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integral description of a theta function js given. This latter result was 
obtained by Frenkel [3] by other methods. 
The referee is thanked for suggestions that improved the readability of 
the paper. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
While only a small amount of the machinery of afftne Lie algebras is 
required, somewhat more machinery than is necessary will be reviewed. 
Recall that afine Lie algebras are an important subclass of Kac-Moody Lie 
algebras. 
DEFINITION 1, An (extended) aftine Lie algebra gC associated with the 
complex, simple Lie algebra pC is the Lie algebra 
g,=g,@@[z,z-‘]@Cc@@d (1) 
with the Lie bracket 
[x,Ozm+a,c+b,d,x,~z”+a,c+b,d] 
= [x,, X*]@Zm+” +b,nx,@z”-b,mx,@z” 
+~m,-,m(xl~ x2) c, (2) 
where ( .,. ) is the Killing form on gC. 
DEFINITION 2. An (extended) compact afline Lie algebra 3 associated 
with the compact, simple Lie algebra 9 is the Lie algebra 
@= {XE&cqX)=X}, 
where $iC is the affme Lie algebra associated with pr, the complexification 
of 9, and 
~=(0@1)~(163’r) on gC@C[z, z-‘1 
lG(ac+bd)= -iic--bd on Cc@Cd 
and w  is the involution on gC whose fixed point set is 9 and c(z) = z-l. 
For our purposes the afine Lie algebras will be described as loop 
algebras [5]. This is accomplished by letting z = e2ai”T where T> 0 is fixed. 
For convenience, let T= 1. Thus, finite Laurent series become finite 
Fourier series. 
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A @-valued, symmetric, nondegenerate bilinear form ( .,. ) on Gc is 
defined as 
(x,Qz”+a,c+b,d,x,C3z”+a,c+b,d) 
= 6,. +,(x1, x2 > + a, b, + a2bl 
whose restriction to qc is the Killing form. 
DEFINITION 3. An afIine Cartan subalgebra of gc is the abelian sub- 
algebra 
where A, is a Cartan subalgebra of By. 
An aMine root system of gc with respect to 2, is R= i?, v i?, where 
B’R= {a+nc:a~R, FEZ} are the real roots and R,= {nc: n~il\{O}} are 
the imaginary roots. R is the root system of the pair (g,, kc). 
An affine Weyl group, @, is a subgroup of linear automorphisms of 2, 
generated by reflections with respect to the real roots. 
Let Q” be the lattice generated by the dual roots of fc. This lattice Q” 
acts on 2, in the following way: 
y(h+ac+bd)=h+ac+bd+by- (h,y)+i(y,y) 
> 
c. (3) 
This is a group action and furthermore it is known [3,8] that 
p= W R Q” where 2 is semidirect product. 
Finally let p = t C, E R+ u, where R, is a family of positive roots, let 
p = id+ p, and let 
a(k) = n (e<d>/2 - ,-WW). 
CZER, 
(4) 
DEFINITION 4. The theta function, 8, associated with the compact 
simple Lie algebra 9 is 
(j(k, b) = e - 2ni4d2 o(k) fi det( 1 - e-2”ib” Ad(e (51 
ll=l 
where 1.1 2 is the quadratic form induced from the Killing form, Im b < 0, 
k E A, a Cartan subalgebra of 8, and Ad is the adjoint group of 9. 
In the subsequent use of the theta function it will be assumed that b E iR 
and ib > 0 because the general result can be obtained by analytic 
continuation. 
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3. MAIN RESULTS 
The first result is known as the Macdonald identity [lo] which 
generalizes a classical result of Jacobi [7] for elliptic theta functions. 
THEOREM 1. For the theta function (5) the following equality is satisfied 
B(k, b) = e-2”‘blPl~ ( wp, Znibd t k > w~m4wb . (6) 
Proof: Since WI= W 2 Q” (semidirect product) it easily follows [ 31 
that 
e-4~12 wFwE(w) e<wP.ad+k> 
=w~wy~Q”&(w)e 
<P + y/Zwk > - (W21lyP + A2 (7) 
Apply the Poisson summation formula to (7) which is dual to the method 
in [3] to obtain 
C C 4w)e <p + vlLwk> ~ (242)lr/2+ PI’ 
w~WycQ” 
x 1 1 E(w) eW2(24)l~ -hip - wkl*. 
WE Wps4niP 
Macdonald [lo] first noticed that the elliptic theta function, el, is the 
theta function associated with the Lie algebra su(2). By an elementary 
calculation Jacobi’s result [7] for the elliptic theta function expressed as an 
infinite series can be shown to be (6). 
To verify (6) or equivalently that (8) is the theta function (5) it is con- 
venient to use Jacobi’s result for the elliptic theta function and to charac- 
terize (8) as an integral for a Wiener measure. Using the strange formula 
[4, p. 2431 and the definition of the theta function it is clear that 
(9) 
where q is the Dedekind eta function and 0r is the elliptic theta function. 
The Wiener measure that is used here is the probability measure for a 
group-valued Brownian motion. Let G be the compact, simple, and simply 
connected group whose Lie algebra is 8. The G-valued Brownian motion 
can be constructed in a few different ways. While it can be constructed 
from the transition probabilities that are the kernel of the heat equation, 
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it is more useful here to consider that it is constructed from a g-valued 
Brownian motion using the exponential map (e.g., [l I]). This latter 
construction can be used to obtain an almost sure bijection between the 
paths of the G-valued Brownian motion and the g-valued Brownian 
motion. 
The Wiener measure for the G-valued Brownian motion occurs through 
the use of the radial part of the Laplacian [l, 61 that is described by the 
equation 
@I 3&f)(ek) = tkb + 02 Pmwf(ek))? (10) 
where A, and AT are the Laplacians on the group and a maximal torus, 
respectively, f is a smooth class function, and ( .,. ) is the Killing form. 
Let ,u~(. 1 t) be the Wiener measure on the Bore1 subsets of C( [O, 11, G), 
G-valued continuous function on [0, 11, with initial value ek and variance 
parameter t. Let pk(. It, g) be the Wiener measure with initial value ek and 
variance parameter t that is pinned at time 1 to g E G and let pk(. 1 t, 0,) be 
the Wiener measure with initial value ek and variance parameter t that is 
pinned at time 1 to the orbit oz in G that is formed by conjugation that 
includes the element g E G. The latter measure is obtained by averaging 
over a family of the former measures from the equation 
where dg, is the normalized Haar measure. 
It will be convenient to use the well-known result [12] 
where c-’ = jd lc(* and A is a fundamental domain. Multiplying (10) by 
the variance parameter t and integrating this equation the left-hand side is 
= a(k) j  j  f(g) &kc ’ I 6 8) & 
G 
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The integral of the right-hand side of (10) is 
e(r’2)<p3p> 
5 
A f(e”) (T(X) p(x, k; t) dx, 
where p( -, k; t) is obtained from the fundamental solution of the heat 
equation on the torus with initial value ek using the fact that oti for x 
regular intersects the torus in the W-orbit of ex. 
Thus 
= e(r’2)<P,P> [ f(ex)a(x) p(x,k; t) dx. 
“A 
(13) 
Sincefis an arbitrary class function and the integrands on both sides of the 
equation are smooth, it follows that 
m(k) lo( 1 dpk(. 1 t, OeX) = e(“2)<p*P)o(x) p(x, k; t). (14) 
Frenkel [3] obtained (14) by using (10) and the evolution semigroup. 
Evaluate (14) for t = 4nib and x = 471~~ where x, is the dual of p to obtain 
@) ,-2niblp12 dpk(. ( 4nib, C$,4rrxp) 
1 
= p(477x,, k; 4nib). (15) 
c a(4nx,) 
From the definition of p in (13) it is clear that the right-hand side of (15) 
differs from (8) with a = 2nib by at most a constant times a(47rx,). To 
evaluate this relationship, let k be a regular element and divide (8) with 
Q= 2zib and (15) by a(k) e--2niblP12. Consider the latter ratio. As the 
variance parameter 4nib + 00 in the Wiener measure pk the associated 
transition probability density function evaluated at the initial state and the 
state at time 4xib tends to a function that does not depend on k and defines 
the uniform measure on G with its Riemannian metric constructed from the 
negative of the Killing form. Thus 
lim dpk(. ( 4nib, Q,dnxJ = 1. 
4nib -+ 00 
Now consider the former ratio that was obtained by dividing (8) with 
a = 2nib by a(k) e-2niblP12. The limit as k -+ 0 through regular elements and 
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then 4nib + CC of this ratio exists by direct verification or by the existence 
of the same limit in (15). As 4nib --f co the only term that gives a nonzero 
contribution to the limit is y = 0 so that this limit is one and (8) is the same 
as (15). 
Now let rk G = I and p= IR, I. An embedding of T’ into Tp will be 
defined from a map of R’ into IfP. This embedding was used by Fegan [2] 
to describe special solutions of the heat equation on T’ in terms of 
solutions of the heat equation on TH that gave one form of the theta 
function equivalences. The following construction of the embedding is the 
same as in [2]. Let (aI, . . . . aP) be a fixed family of positive roots and define 
a map A:A+iWas 
A(x)= (a,(x), . . . . a,(x)). 
The roots, which are the weights for the adjoint representaion, take integer 
values on the lattice of co-roots (dual roots). Thus, the roots define a map 
A”: T’+ Tp given by 
A(x) = (L%,(x), . ..) ii,(x)). 
The derivative of Ej at the identity is aj. The negative of the Killing form 
WY Y)= - C a( 
UGR 
defines an inner product on A and defines an inner product on RP as twice 
the standard inner product. By left translations these inner products define 
Riemannian structures on T’ and T’. With these Riemannian metrics it is 
immediate that A”: T’+ Tp is an isometry by computing at the tangent 
space of the identity. 
The embedding of T’ into Tp implies that the fundamental solution of 
the heat equation of T’ can be computed from the corresponding fun- 
damental solution of the heat equation on Tp using A”. The normalization 
constant that relates these two fundamental solutions can be computed in 
the covering spaces R’ and RP with an orthonormal basis in R” that has 
been extended from an orthonormal basis in R’. Define q, and qr on the 
appropriate fundamental domains by the equations 
J* 44. I& Oe4nxp) = qdk; 2a) 
5 dv,J. ) 2a, ~5&,) = q,(k; 2a), 
where v is the Wiener measure on the Lie group that is the direct product 
of p copies of SU(2). 
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Consider the fundamental solution of the heat equation on the maximal 
torus where one endpoint is fixed from the orbit 0e4zXP. To verify that this 
solution can be expressed as a product that is obtained from the analogous 
computations in the torus determined from the direct product of p copies 
of SU(2) some techniques of Fegan [2, Lemma 6.31 are used. 
It is well known (e.g., [13]) that the kernel u, of the heat equation 
where s > 0 and AG is the Laplacian on G, is 
u,(g, t) = 1 dim v,xA(g) e-(sr/2)(l'fp12-'lp'2). 
i.eP++ 
Using a well-known formula for the characters of a compact group that 
was used by Frenkel [3] it follows that the kernel of the heat equation on 
class functions is 
5 ~s(gl&g,‘g,‘~ t) 4kl G 
= 1 Xl(g,)Xl(g;‘)e(-“‘/2)‘l~+Pl*-l~l*). (16) 
left+ 
Thus 
Define p, as 
pr(ek; 2~2) = e-“lp”a(k) q,(k; 2~). 
It follows directly from the definitions of p, and q, that pl(ek; 47rib) is (15) 
or equivalently (8). It follows from the Weyl character formula for xz for 
the regular element e4nxp that as in [2] 
pl(ek; 2~2) = C y(l) e<A’k)-al”2, 
i.EP 
where 
a(47txJ 
y(A) =-I 
d4nx,) 
The above expression for 0, implies that it is the solution of the beat 
equation with the initial condition p(x) = CiE P r(A) ecaVX>. Since y(A) = 
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rI ZER+ y3((a, A)) where y3 is the function corresponding to y for W(2) and 
y is the Fourier transform of ji it follows that j? is a convolution product of 
the corresponding functions for SU(2) with the product over the positive 
roots. Thus it follows that for some function G 
p,(x; 2~) = G(~u)‘-~ tJ,(A”x; 2a) 
or equivalently for some function g 
qr(k t) = s(t)‘-” qfl(Ak t). 
Using (18) and the strange formula [4], it follows that 
(18) 
. q,(k; 4kb)(g(4xib) eC2nib)y-’ 
)yo a(k) ,-Znib(Zp+I) ,-Znib(lc-/I) = f(b)3” 
q,(k; 4nib) 
!‘Jf o(k) e --ZnW*F + 0 = g(4nib)‘“+ ‘, 
where 
f(b)= fi (1 -e-2nib”). 
PI=1 
The first limit above isf(b)3P because qr is determined from Jacobi’s result 
for the elliptic theta function. From these two equations it follows that 
g(4xib)3P = f (b)3@ 
and 
g(4xib) =f(b). 
Using (9) the proof is complete. 
Since in the proof of the above theorem it was verified that (8) and (15) 
are the same, we have the following characterization of the theta function 
c31. 
THEOREM 2. For the theta function (5) the foliowing equality is satisfied, 
0(k, b) = ,-*Wd o(k) j hk(. 144 fle~nx,), (19) 
where pk(. 14nib, 0c4xxp) is the pinned Wiener measure on the Bore1 subsets of 
G-valued continuous functions on [0, l] with initial value ek and variance 
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parameter 4nib that is pinned at time 1 to the orbit c!J&~~ formed by con- 
jugation that contains e4nxr where x, is the dual of p. 
From (16) in the proof of Theorem 1 we obtain the following charac- 
terization of the theta function [9]. 
THEOREM 3. For the theta function (5) the following equality is satisfied, 
6(k, b) = a(k) 1 XA(e4nxp) XA(e“) ee2rrib’i.+p12, (20) 
lcP++ 
where P, + is the family of dominant weights. 
Finally, another description of the theta function [lo] is elementary 
from the previous results by using the left-hand side of (8) with Weyl’s 
character formula and the definition of o(k) as a sum [3]. 
THEOREM 4. For the theta function (5) the following equality is satisfied, 
19(k, 6) = a(k) 1 XJek) e-2nib’Cl+p’2, (21) 
P=(m)f?~ 
where Qv is the lattice of dual roots. 
The previous result gives the following observation of Kostant [9] on 
the value of some characters on the orbit Oednxp. 
LEMMA. For A E P + + , x j.(e41rxp) is 0 or f 1. 
Proof. The lattice +Q” is a sublattice of the root lattice because 
(l/( a, c( ) ) E Z for c1 E R. To verify this lemma it suffices to use some obser- 
vations of Kostant [9]. If w  E W and wp -p~fQ” then w  =e. This fact 
follows from the character in the sum (21) when p = 0 as was observed by 
Kostant [9, p. 1991. Then it easily follows that either w(A + p) - p $ fQ” for 
all WE W or there is a unique WE W such that w(A+p)-~E$Q” [9, 
Lemma 3.521. Thus Xi(e 4nxp) =0 if w(p + A)-p$$Q” for all WE W or 
otherwise xl(e4’rxp) = E(W) where w  E W is the unique element of W such 
that w(A + p) - p E $Q”. 
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